EASY TRANSITION STEPS

Cats can be picky, but a few simple steps from our team of cat behaviorists can make switching litter boxes easier on all of you!

- **Set up your new Breeze Litter System right next to your current litter box.** If you have multiple cats or use multiple boxes, make sure you have multiple Breeze systems as well.

- **If you don’t currently use a litter box with high sides or a top,** remove the sidewall or hood for now.

- **If your cat has been picky about litter in the past,** mix some pellets into her current litter so she can get used to them. Not all cats require this step.

- **Stop cleaning the old litter box** (but don’t throw it away yet). Cats like clean, so make the new Breeze box the most appealing option. Sounds gross, but this step is key to a successful transition.

- **Move some clumps and solid waste from the current box to the clean Breeze system** to help your cats recognize their new bathroom. Once they start using the Breeze box, you can remove the clumps and solid waste.

- **If you set the system up without the top,** add it once your cats are using the Breeze system regularly.

- **Once your cats have started using the Breeze system for ALL of their bathroom needs,** toss out that old box completely.

MULTIPLE CATS = MULTIPLE SYSTEMS

CAT BEHAVIORISTS RECOMMEND
MULTIPLE CAT HOUSEHOLDS HAVE MULTIPLE LITTER BOXES:

One system per cat PLUS one additional system
(2 cats = 3 litter systems)

PRO TIPS

- **Be patient.** Breeze Litter Systems are different from traditional litter boxes, and some cats may take longer than others to make the switch.

- **It’s totally normal if your cats only pee or poop in the Breeze System,** but not both. If this doesn’t resolve after a few weeks of not cleaning the old box, remove the old box completely to see if this helps (but don’t throw it out until you know for sure).

- **Don’t force your cats into the Breeze box** as this could frighten them. Let them explore on their own. It’s important they make the choice to use it.

- **Set up Breeze right beside their previous box.** Putting it in the same location helps minimize the change your cats are experiencing. If you use multiple boxes, you’ll need multiple Breeze systems as well.

- **Give your cats space.** Let them explore the new box on their own. Even cats prefer a little privacy when they are doing their business!

- **While you’re adjusting to your new litter routine,** check the pad every couple of days by sliding out the drawer. You can rotate the drawer if it seems like your cats are just peeing in one spot to get the most life out of each pad. Regular Breeze pads last up to 1 week per cat (2-3 days for 2 cats), and Multi-Cat pads last up to 1 week for 2 cats.

---

We know every cat is different. We’re here to help! Please call us with any other questions you have.

We can help develop a more personalized transition plan for you and your cats:

1-877-982-HELP
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